MARKINGS FOR
GARAGES AND
INDUSTRIAL HALLS

REMBRANDTIN
STANDS FOR
TRADITION, QUALITY
AND INNOVATION

HIGHTECH COATINGS FOR
DIFFERENT REQUIREMENTS

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT –
ECOFRIENDLY & SUSTAINABLE

The history of Rembrandtin Coatings GmbH dates back
to the year 1937. Today, the company is a specialist
for high-tech coatings like protective coatings, hightemperature resistant systems, zinc flake coatings, core
plate varnishes or railway coatings. Decades of experience
make Rembrandtin a reliable partner with global approvals
from market leaders in the general industry and the railway
coatings. Since 2014, the company is part of the Helios
Group, which belongs to the top ten companies of the
European coatings industry that has been part of the
worldwide operating KANSAI PAINT Group since 2017.

Around 35 % of employees work in research and
development. The experienced professionals develop
the special properties of the product solutions to meet
the requirements of the customers and the steadily
rising demands of the industry. In this context preserving
sustainability is of major importance – thus in 2012
Rembrandtin was the first Austrian company to receive the
European Responsible Care award.

YOUR PROFESSIONAL PARTNER
WORLDWIDE
Rembrandtin exports more than 70% of its production. The
worldwide sales representations enable the company to
support its customers personally and on site.

REMBRANDTIN

REMBRANDTIN
ROAD MARKING
MATERIALS
MEET THE
REQUIREMENTS
FOR MAXIMUM
ROAD SAFETY,
DURABILITY,
SUSTAINABILITY
AND EFFICIENCY

STANDARD MARKING PAINTS

SPECIAL
SOLUTIONS
FOR HIGHEST
REQUIREMENTS
REMO EPOXY

REMO 2K PUR

This two-component epoxy acrylic system is well suited for
markings exposed to high stress. Large reflective beads ensure
enhanced wet night visibility. Furthermore, the system can
also be used on wet substrates. The recommended wet layer
thickness lies between 300 and 600 μm.

Polyurethane systems are resistant to oil and chemicals,
indoor and outdoor color-stable and insensitive to UV
radiation. Markings in garages, car parks and factory premises
are the usual application fields for this system. After mixing,
the product is immediately ready for painting, rolling or airless
spraying without pre-reaction time.

REMO 500
Due to its good resistance to oil and chemicals and its
high abrasion resistance REMO 500 is the ideal two
component material for markings in garages and on factory
floors. After mixing, the material is immediately ready for
brushing, rolling and airless spraying without induction time.

• Standard colours: white, yellow, red, blue, green
• Individual colours are possible on customer request.
Tested from ÖTI- Institut für Ökologie, Technik und Innovation
GmbH according to ÖNORM Z 1261 in dry and wet conditions
of use and determination of the anti-slip properties according to
DIN 51130.

• Standard colours: white, yellow, red, blue, green
• Individual colours are possible on customer request.

BENEFITS
•• Excellent adhesion to concrete substrate
•• Anti-slip properties
•• High chemical and mechanical resistance
•• Application method: rolling, spraying
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AFTERGLOW SYSTEMS

AFTERGLOW SYSTEMS

REMO AFTERGLOW SYSTEM FOR HALLS
AND FACTORY MARKINGS
The sprayable afterglow system is a high-quality acrylic
polyurethane paint based on solvents. REMO AFTERGLOW
SYSTEM has a good chemical resistance, oil resistance
and high abrasion resistance for markings in factory halls
and garages. The special afterglow pigments are free of
phosphorus, radioactive or other toxic substances.
In factory halls and garages without safety lighting, REMO
AFTERGLOW SYSTEM ensures that the necessary optical
safety guidance systems can be identified even if the general
lighting fails.
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Remo Luminiscent 2K is tested according to DIN 67510 in the laboratory on a white substrate.

AFTERGLOW PROPERTIES
The standards DIN 67510 and ISO 17398 are decisive
for the property of being afterglow. DIN 67510 defines
test procedures for determining whether materials meet
minimum properties so that they can be described as
afterglow. The table shows the minimum luminance
according to DIN 67510/ISO 17398 in millicandela per
square meter (mcd/m²) by number of minutes and minimum
duration until 0.32 mcd/m² is reached.

GLOW CLASS

AFTER 2 MIN.

AFTER 10 MIN.

AFTER 30 MIN.

AFTER 60 MIN.

DECAY TIME UP TO 0,32
MCD/M²

CLASS A

108

23

7

3

>450 min.

CLASS B

210

50

15

7

>900 min.

CLASS C

690

140

45

20

>1800 min.

CLASS D

1110

260

85

35

>2000 min.

GLOW CLASS

AFTER 2 MIN.

AFTER 10 MIN.

AFTER 30 MIN.

AFTER 60 MIN.

DECAY TIME UP TO 0,32
MCD/M²

CLASS C

695

145

48

25

>1800 min.

Remo Luminiscent 2K product complies with the high luminosity class C and impresses with an outstanding quality far above DIN
standard and a luminosity that is maintained for up to 30 hours.

TIPS FOR THE OPTIMUM EFFECT OF
AFTERGLOW MARKINGS
•

Before application, afterglow products need to be
“charged” with ambient light. This is crucial to develop
their “afterglow effect” at all. To achieve the required
value, a charging duration between 15 and 60 minutes
is recommended. The existing light source at the place
of use and its positioning have a high impact on the
achievable luminance of the afterglow product.

•

Light sources with a high blue light component (fluorescent
lamp with universal white or better daylight lamps) should
preferably be used.

•

The application thickness of the afterglow marking
depends on the desired luminosity: the higher the
application thickness, the higher the luminosity.

•

For an increased luminosity of the afterglow marking, it is
recommended to use a white primer as a contrast to the
background.

BENEFITS
•• Free from phosphorus, radioactive substances
•• Decay time at 0.32 mcd/m² up to 30 hours
•• In accordance with the high-quality lighting class C
according to DIN 67510/ISO 17398
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CLEANING

MAINTAINANCE

OPTIMAL AND REGULAR MAINTAINANCE
Floor markings in garages and industrial halls are exposed
to extreme conditions. They must be resistant to harmful
substances such as chlorides, fuels, oils or battery acids.
They are also subjected to heavy mechanical and abrasive
loads due to vehicle traffic and its coarse dirt. Besides their
resistance, floor markings should meet high aesthetic demands
and last for many years.
An optimal and regular maintenance supports the value
retention of the marking and ensures its long-term function.
At first glance, this is reflected in a clean, attractive and userfriendly appearance.
CLEANING INTERVALS
The intensity and frequency of the cleaning intervals is strongly
dependent on the frequency of use, the season and the location
of the marked area. The intervals for sweeping or cleaning can
only be determined individually for each property. Depending on
its local conditions, the intervals can be daily, weekly, monthly
or yearly.
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CLEANING RECOMMENDATION
ENTRANCES
In order to guarantee a long durability, entrances need to be
cleaned more often from coarse dirt.
WINTER
Road salt and solid gritting material put additional strain on
floor markings. The chlorides reach a very high concentration
over a long period of time, especially in puddles. This results in
matt surfaces. If they are used in large quantities, especially in
driveways, cars transport the salts to all parking levels. Solid grit
has a stronger abrasive effect on the surface. When using snow
blades and snow ploughs, soft bottom edges should be used.
Sliding over the coating can lead to the head sealant on the
grain tips being removed.

Maintenance cleaning
We recommend mechanical cleaning with a soft or mediumhard brush (e.g. scrubbing machine) with PH-neutral cleaners.

Our instructions and recommendations for cleaning and care
are based on previous experience. They should help to maintain
the value of the markings. Which cleaning concept would best
meet the building requirements should be discussed directly
with a competent cleaning specialist.

Basic cleaning of heavily soiled surfaces
The basic cleaning depends also on the manufacturer's
specifications e.g.:
•
•
•
•

Add the cleaning liquid on the floor. Application time usually
10–15 min.
Brush
Extract dirt liquor
Rinse with clean water

Concentrated and prolonged exposure to cleaning agents
should be avoided as this could result in matt surfaces,
increased dirt adhesion, discoloration or tire marks. Intensive
dry cleaning with hard circular brushes can also shorten the
service life of the floor marking.
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ROAD MARKINGS

CUSTOMISED ROAD MARKINGS
The need for road safety and best traffic management has
increased significantly in recent years. The demand of many
EU states, and also of non-EU states, is that measures must
be taken to reduce the number of road accidents, especially
those with a fatal outcome. We are aware of these

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
PP We identify road markings best
suited to the customer’s unique
requirements before and after the
purchase.
PP We provide detailed product
information as well as application,
processing and maintaining instructions
to help our customers achieve
performance excellence.
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challenges. Therefore, we continuously develop and expand
our specialized R&D team to deliver the best guidance and
knowledge transfer.

EXPERTISE
TRANSFER
PP We regularly transfer our expertise
at our IKI symposiums (InnovationKnowhow-Information).
PP We provide technical trainings on
site.

INCREASED
ROAD SAFETY
PP We are passionate about smart
coating solutions that increase road
safety and provide customised
solutions for the requested purpose.

REMBRANDTIN
IS YOUR
SPECIALIST
FOR MARKING
PAINTS
WITH HIGH
ELASTICITY
AND CHEMICAL
RESISTANCE
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Rembrandtin Coatings GmbH
Ignaz Köck Straße 15, 1210 Vienna
T: +43 (0)1 277 02 0
E: roadmarking@rembrandtin.com
www.rembrandtin.com

Visit our YouTube channel!
Helios Industrial Product Solutions

